Paul Houle Presentations
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LEADERS NEED TO COLLABORATE TOO. - HOW TO
CONDUCT YOUR TEAM TO ACHIEVE YOUR VISION!
Leadership can be complicated especially when your
managers need to bring a team together to realize
challenging and time sensitive goals. Do your leaders
know how to walk the delicate balance between
confidence and humility? Do they know how to mentor
with trust and constructive criticism? Do they know how to
build confidence and motivate?
Paul's has developed an amazing presentation that allows
your people to experience and examine leadership in
action. Imagine having to take a group of people who have
been given tools that they have never worked with before
and getting them to realize an goal that they think is
impossible. Paul does just this with your group using a
solid vision of the outcomes combined with the perfect mix
of patience, encouragement, confidence building,
constructive criticism, motivation and trust.
Typically reviewed as “highlight of the conference” Leaders need to collaborate too! gives leaders tips, tools
and techniques on how work with teams to get the best out
of them.

It was a great finale
to the leadership
program!”
— The Cooperators

Innovative, thought provoking and Insightful – Paul’s action packed keynote is an
incredible experience for any audience of people who need to lead and motivate others.

What you will learn:
Attendees Will Increase their:
•
•
•
•

understanding of differing leadership styles
understanding of how people react and interact
awareness of how to build collaboration
awareness of what to expect from differing personalities

This is a high-energy presentation that is
extremely interactive and that will have
your audience “in the zone” while they
are laughing and learning.

“If an experiential, music-based workshop on
leadership, personal accountability, and
teamwork may sound unconventional, you’ve
got to experience one of Paul’s programs!”
- CIBC

	
  
Need a concurrent session? Not only is Paul a dynamic keynote speaker, but his
concurrent sessions are ones the attendees will be talking about long after the
conference is over. Ask about complimentary topics in 60 minutes to half-day format.
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Paul	
  Houle is a rare and fascinating mix of a classical
and world music musician and corporate speaker.
Over the last 35 years, he has performed on stages all
over the world in a wide variety of musical settings
and has done work for radio, television and Hollywood
films. On faculty at the Royal Conservatory of Music
for 20 years, he was executive director and founder of
the RCM World Music Centre and artistic director and
conductor of the RCM Percussion Ensembles
program.
Realizing his experience with musical teams could help people work better together, he
began offering programs to corporations using the power of interactive music making
infused with his key insights in 1989.
A talented musician and facilitator, Paul’s charismatic and relaxed presentation style
puts every audience member at ease while they absorb the powerful and relevant
insights he has to share. Through stories, patience, humour and a keen sense of seizing
the moment, he takes audiences from “There’s no way we can do that!” to “ Wow! I can’t
believe how great we are!”, proving to them that they can do the impossible if they really
know how to collaborate better.
He has worked for many of the world's best brands including: Royal Bank of Canada,
Goodyear, Heineken, FedEx, Telus, PwC, many federal and provincial ministries,
municipal governments, associations, universities and colleges.

	
  
Learn more about Paul at www.paulhoule.ca
“His program truly represents the essence of teamwork, collaboration and active
listening.”
- GTAA
It delivered in demonstrating the power of teamwork, collaboration and the effects that
one person can have on a system. I highly recommend this session to anyone seeking
to add a unique touch to their meetings. I would love to do it again!
- Quality Healthcare Network

It was a great way to conclude and summarize a management development program.
- Butterfield Bank – Cayman Islands

